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About the Authors is about the littlest authors - those in kindergarten through second grade. Based on a profound
understanding of the ways in which young children learn, it shows teachers how to launch a writing workshop by inviting
children to do what they do naturally - make stuff. So why not write books? Gifted educator and author of the best-selling
What You Know by Heart (Heinemann, 2002), Katie Wood Ray has seen young authors do just that. And she wants your
students to be able to do the same. Beautifully describing young children in the act of learning, she demonstrates what it
takes to nourish writing right from the start: a supportive environment that enables even the youngest students to write
respect and sensitivity to the way children really learn inviting instruction that both encourages and elevates young
writers rich language that stimulates writing classroom talk and children's literature that energize young writers
developmental considerations that shape the structure of the workshop, making it natural, joyful, and absolutely
appropriate. What's more, Ray explains step by step how to set up and maintain a primary writing workshop, detailing
eleven units of study that cover idea generation, text structures, different genres, and illustrations that work with text. She
also draws on data, projects, and the language of teaching used in the classroom of first-grade teacher Lisa Cleaveland.
Ray allows readers to "listen in" to Lisa as she helps her young students learn from professional writers, work with
intention, and think about their own process. Chockfull of examples of little books by young children, About the Authors is
proof positive that a primary writing workshop is a smart writing move.
Provides teachers with specific advice and strategies for teaching reading and writing.
The A to Z on how to organize, plan, teach, and assess reading workshops.
Turn your school into a place where every child achieves. This book provides leaders with all that they need to promote
differentiation in their schools and districts. Through research and first-hand experience, the authors have identified
effective strategies for hiring differentiation-minded staff members, communicating the need for differentiation to all
stakeholders, motivating teachers to differentiate, and using differentiated teacher evaluation to effect change.
Language Arts: Integrating Skills for Classroom Teaching provides a clear and succinct introduction to teaching the
language arts to elementary students, focusing on integrating the six language arts with other subject areas. This
practical, hands-on text adroitly incorporates the IRA/NCTE Standards and provides guidance on differentiating
instruction to bring out the best in the rapidly growing numbers of students with special needs English Language
Learners in the regular classroom.
This handbook provides a comprehensive overview of state-of-the-art, innovative approaches to qualitative research for
organizational scholars. Individual chapters in each area are written by experts in a variety of fields, who have contributed
some of the most innovative studies themselves in recent years. An indispensable reference guide to anyone conducting
high-impact organizational research, this handbook includes innovative approaches to research problems, data
collection, data analysis and interpretation, and application of research findings. The book will be of interest to scholars
and graduate students in a wide variety of disciplines, including anthropology, organizational behavior, organizational
theory, social psychology, and sociology
th This volume contains the papers presented at the 13 International Conference on Knowledge Engineering and Knowledge
Management (EKAW 2002) held in Sig enza, Spain, October 1-4, 2002. Papers were invited on topics related to Knowledge
Acquisition, Knowledge Management, Ontologies, and the Semantic Web. A total of 110 papers were submitted. Each submission
was evaluated by at least two reviewers. The selection process has resulted in the acceptance of 20 long and 14 short papers for
publication and presentation at the conference; an acceptance rate of about 30%. In addition, one invited paper by a keynote
speaker is included. This volume contains 8 papers on Knowledge Acquisition, 4 about Knowledge Management, 16 on
Ontologies, and 6 papers about the Semantic Web. This was the second time (EKAW 2000 being the first) that the event was
organized as a conference rather than as the usual workshop (hence the acronym: European Knowledge Acquisition Workshop).
The large number of submissions (110 versus the usual 40-60) is an indication that the scientific community values EKAW as an
important event to share experiences in the Knowledge Technology area, worthy of being organized as a prestigious international
conference. Knowledge is the fuel of the upcoming Knowledge Economy. Therefore, we believe that conferences such as EKAW,
that focus on Knowledge Technologies, will continue to play a major role as a platform for sharing and exchanging experiences
and knowledge between key players in the area.
"This book offers professional teacher educators a rare opportunity to harvest the thinking of pioneering colleagues spanning
dozens of universities, and to benefit from the creativity, scholarship, hard work, and reflection that led them to the models they
describe"--Provided by publisher.
The general theme of MEDICON 2013 is "Research and Development of Technology for Sustainable Healthcare". This decade is
being characterized by the appearance and use of emergent technologies under development. This situation has produced a
tremendous impact on Medicine and Biology from which it is expected an unparalleled evolution in these disciplines towards novel
concept and practices. The consequence will be a significant improvement in health care and well-fare, i.e. the shift from a reactive
medicine to a preventive medicine. This shift implies that the citizen will play an important role in the healthcare delivery process,
what requires a comprehensive and personalized assistance. In this context, society will meet emerging media, incorporated to all
objects, capable of providing a seamless, adaptive, anticipatory, unobtrusive and pervasive assistance. The challenge will be to
remove current barriers related to the lack of knowledge required to produce new opportunities for all the society, while new
paradigms are created for this inclusive society to be socially and economically sustainable, and respectful with the environment.
In this way, these proceedings focus on the convergence of biomedical engineering topics ranging from formalized theory through
experimental science and technological development to practical clinical applications.
Collaboration is interwoven in the writing process in both obvious and subtle ways--from a writer using the language that he or she
inherited, to referring to the works of other writers both explicitly and implicitly, to writing together with a colleague. In this book, the
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author explains that collaborative writing can be a useful pedagogical tool professors can use to help students actively learn about
the subject matter and about themselves.
This book examines the notion of citizenship for Muslims who were displaced after the Godhra violence in Gujarat in 2002.
Sanjeevini Badigar Lokhande addresses the migration-displacement debate by chronicling what happened and seeks to locate the
rights claims of the displaced in the dominant debates on citizenship.
This innovative book helps K–6 teachers infuse the entire school day with research-based literacy best practices. Classroomtested strategies are presented for planning and implementing each component of the "exemplary literacy day"--vocabulary and
word study sessions, literacy work stations, differentiated guided reading groups, reading and writing workshops, and
interdisciplinary projects. Teachers get tips for organizing a print-rich classroom, supporting students' social–emotional well-being,
and using assessment to guide instruction. User-friendly features include vivid vignettes, classroom management tips, questions
for discussion and reflection, and 15 reproducible forms, checklists, and lesson templates. Purchasers get access to a Web page
where they can download and print the reproducible materials in a convenient 8 1/2" x 11" size. Note: this book is a contemporary
follow-up to Morrow's influential earlier title Organizing and Managing the Language Arts Block.
Ecuadorian society has overcome adversity with great determination over the past few years. Periodic economic crises, external
shocks, and even natural disasters tested the country's ability to cope with difficulties. Despite these challenges, the country has
maintained a forward looking perspective and has achieved some important goals. Economic stability in the last few years has
ushered in a period of sustained economic growth. During this period several development indicators have improved, and several
sectors of the economy have demonstrated the dynamism and entrepreneurship that is present in the Ecuadorian culture.
Revisiting Ecuador's Economic and Social Agenda in an Evolving Landscape aims to provoke a lively discussion between the
World Bank, the new Correa administration, and the entire country, in addressing the unresolved issues that require a thoughtful
approach.
An innovative resource for literacy teachers, Teaching the Struggling Reader takes a novel approach to instruction--the reading
program is based on the needs of the struggling reader, rather than the other way around. Most teachers plan their reading lesson
and then work in the needs of a struggling reader. This book is for teachers looking for a more contemporary and inclusive way to
teach reading. Starting with assessment, the author shows you how to group readers by ability and need rather than by risk
factors. Finally, you will save planning time by learning how to incorporate strategies that you already know into developing your
lesson, rather than changing your style to accommodate the requirements of a particular reading program.
Two mentor teachers share their classroom-tested procedures and successful mini-lessons on writing craft, genre, and revision.
For use with Grades 1-5.
The world is witnessing the growth of a global movement facilitated by technology and social media. Fueled by information, this
movement contains enormous potential to create more accountable, efficient, responsive, and effective governments and
businesses, as well as spurring economic growth. Big Data Governance and Perspectives in Knowledge Management is a
collection of innovative research on the methods and applications of applying robust processes around data, and aligning
organizations and skillsets around those processes. Highlighting a range of topics including data analytics, prediction analysis, and
software development, this book is ideally designed for academicians, researchers, information science professionals, software
developers, computer engineers, graduate-level computer science students, policymakers, and managers seeking current
research on the convergence of big data and information governance as two major trends in information management.
This book brings together whole language and critical pedagogy, reading each in terms of the other and providing a new and
politically valuable synthesis of the two. A related aim of this volume is to bring together the community of whole language
educators with educators who identify themselves with racial, ethnic, and other groups historically positioned as "minorities." The
book thus develops a rich interrogation of whole language education from multiple perspectives. After a foreword by Bess
Altwerger and Elizabeth R. Saavedra, essays in the book are: "On Critical Whole Language Practice: Why, What, and a Bit of
How" (Carole Edelsky); "Understanding and Transforming the Meaning of Our Lives through Poetry, Biographies, and Songs"
(Cecilia M. Espinosa and Karen J. Moore);"Exchanging Ideas and Changing Positions: The Importance of Conversation to Holistic,
Critical Endeavors" (Marie Elaine Boozer, Lisa Burley Maras, and Bill Brummett); "'Si Se Puede!' Teaching for Transformation"
(Rebeca Garcia-Gonzalez, Pilar Mejia, and Winnie J. Porter); "Critical Literacy in a Fourth-Grade Classroom" (Maria Sweeney);
"Teaching without Charisma: Involving Third Graders as Co-investigators of Their Inner-City Neighborhood" (Paul SkiltonSylvester); "A Conversation about Critical Literacy" (James Albright, Susan M. Church, Sue Settle, and Vivian Vasquez); "The
Quality of the Question: Probing Culture in Literature-Discussion Groups" (Cynthia Lewis); "Third Class Is More Than a CruiseShip Ticket" (Beverly Busching and Betty Slesinger); "Critical Literacy: Teaching Reading, Writing, and Outrage" (Linda M.
Christensen); "Schooling for Gangs: When School Oppression Contributes to Gang Formations" (Ramon A. Serrano); "Probing the
Invisible Life of Schools" (Bill Bigelow); "Stories of a Liberatory Pedagogy" (Rebecca Jarvis); "Leadership as Critical Practice: A
Work-in-Progress" (Susan M. Church); "Transformative Learning through a Study Group" (Elizabeth R. Saavedra); "Literacy
Education as a Site for Social Justice: What Do Our Practices Do?" (Barbara Comber and Helen Nixon). (EF)
"This 4-volume set provides a compendium of comprehensive advanced research articles written by an international collaboration
of experts involved with the strategic use of information systems"--Provided by publisher.
Becoming a Literacy Leader chronicles the work of Jennifer Allen, an elementary teacher who moved to a new school and a new
job as a literacy specialist, and found herself tackling everything from teacher study groups to state-mandated assessment plans.
The book is rooted in Jennifer's belief that teachers know what they need when it comes to professional development in literacy,
and the best literacy leaders are those who listen to and respect the educators in their midst. Grounded in research but thoroughly
practical, Jennifer shares advice on: organizing a literacy room with resources for classroom teachers, including book lists, bins of
children's books tied to craft and strategy lessons, bulletin board ideas, and files with instructional materials; developing
intervention classrooms for struggling readers and writers built on collaboration between teachers and literacy specialists; setting
up assessment notebooks for teachers, and preparing new and veteran teachers for student assessments across grades; creating
model programs for dealing with schoolwide problems like reading fluency, and then moving from the pilot to implementation in
many classrooms; coaching new and veteran teachers in the latest literacy practices, without taking on the role of expert;
analyzing and using books, videos and journals in professional development programs; infusing routine staff meetings with
discussions of new literacy curricula; leading teacher study groups using a variety of formats; finding and budgeting money for
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professional development programs in literacy; protecting time and scheduling priorities, to ensure the literacy specialist position
doesn't become a "catch-all" for the random needs of teachers or administrators. At a time when all administrators are urged to be
literacy leaders, this insider's view helps to define what leadership looks like and shows how to create an environment that fosters
professional development. Jennifer Allen shares the balance leaders struggle with, as they strive to support and honor the fine
practices of teachers, even as they nudge colleagues to improve their literacy instruction. Ultimately, Becoming a Literacy Leader
is a hopeful book, an optimistic and realistic portrait of life in schools among teachers committed to doing their jobs well.
Using innovative, participatory research methods, this book offers new insights into the issues surrounding parental separation or
divorce from the unique perspective, and retrospectives, of young adults. As they look back on their childhood, their views provide
valuable insights into how children experience and accommodate their parents’ separation. Drawing on the qualitative research
findings, Kay-Flowers develops a new framework to provide a useful analytical tool for academics and practitioners working with
children and families to make sense of young people’s experiences and puts forward suggestions for improving support for
children in the future.
In this fully updated and revised Second Edition author Gillie Bolton draws on her considerable experience as well as extensive
research and development in the area to demonstrate and explore a creative dynamic mode of reflection and reflexivity. Using
expressive and explorative writing combined with in-depth group work or mentoring and appropriate focused research, it enables
deep, sensitive, critical examinations of practice. Reflective Practice: Writing and Professional Development offers a searching and
thorough approach which increases student and professional motivation, satisfaction, and deep levels of learning.
TECHNIQUES FOR COLLEGE WRITING: THE THESIS STATEMENT AND BEYOND is a brief rhetoric that empowers students
as writers by giving them the tools they need to create a precise and well-focused thesis. Using the thesis statement as the lens
through which students can approach the entire thinking and writing process, TECHNIQUES is divided into three parts that build
upon one another: Part I--Thinking Through the Thesis Statement, Part II--Thinking Through Your Writing Assignment, and Part
III--Writing Beyond the Composition Classroom. A wide range of journal articles, book excerpts, student essays, paintings,
magazine ads, poetry, and short stories make the text accessible to students, and Thinking Through a Reading questions promote
active reading and in-class discussion. In-chapter practice exercises, writing applications, revision tools, and writing assignments
help students gain confidence so that they can begin to incorporate the techniques they've learned in the book into their own
personal writing styles Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be
available in the ebook version.
Revisiting the Writing WorkshopManagement, Assessment, and Mini-lessonsTeaching Resources
Readers and Writers in Primary Grades is organized around strategies that benefit elementary school teachers in their efforts to be
responsive to the developmental literacy needs of young children. Integrating theory and practice, these strategies offer a
balanced look at appropriate literacy activities for K-3 classrooms. Chapter topics include reading aloud to children, shared
reading, shared and interactive writing, guided and independent reading, guided and independent writing, literature study,
developing phonological awareness and a strong phonics base, integrating phonics and structure, and linking children's learning
experiences with a balanced literacy program.
Responding to the international problem identified by the US National Commission on Excellence in Educational Administration,
that the field of educational leadership lacks a "good definition", this book reports a collaboration process that produced a practical
theory of educative leadership. In offering a holistic theory which deals with the abstract world of ideas and reflection, this volume
shows how these ideas are translated into management practice and what happens, or what is likely to happen in such a process.
The theory integrates management and evaluation with the philosophical, strategic, political and inspirational services that
educative leaders give. It is aimed at lecturers in education administration/management, headteachers, MEd lecturers and
students, leadership and management lecturers and students.
A comprehensive, research-based, interdisciplinary, and action-oriented approach to spirituality in organizational life. It defines
workplace spirituality as all aspects of the workplace that promote individual feelings of satisfaction through a sense of connection
to a larger force.
In March and April of 2003, over 250 managers, researchers, and other participants gathered for a series of workshops at Oregon
State University, the University of Arizona, and Colorado State University, near the largest wildfires of 2002. In response to the
need for better understanding of large fires, the Wildland Fire Workshops were designed to create an atmosphere for quality
interactions between managers and researchers and to accomplish the following objectives: (1) create a prioritized list of
recommendations for future wildland fire research; (2) identify the characteristics of effective partnerships; (3) identify types of
effective information, tools, and processes; and (4) evaluate the workshops as a potential blueprint for similar workshops in other
regions. Through a series of professionally facilitated workshops, participants worked toward speaking with one voice about many
key issues. Although differences emerged among individuals, disciplines, and geographic locations, many common themes
emerged. Participants suggested that research should be framed in the larger picture of fire ecology and ecosystem restoration, be
interdisciplinary, be attentive to the effects of fire at different scales over the landscape and through time, and be focused on social
issues. Effective partnerships occur when direct interaction takes place between people at multiple stages, adequate time is
allowed for partnership building, partners are rewarded and held accountable for their roles, and when dedicated individuals are
identified and cultivated. Participants identified effective information, tools, and processes as those that are adequately and
consistently funded, user-friendly, interactive between people at multiple levels, and often championed by key, dedicated
individuals. A survey of participants at the final meeting in Colorado revealed that the workshops did in fact create an atmosphere
for positive interactions between managers and researchers, and that with some refinements, similar workshops could be carried
out in other regions with productive results.
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